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President’s Report

SDG#4 Quality Education for All

Would Education be a “Peace Maker”

Dr. Ing. Nader I. Imani, Worlddidac President
Changes in the way we live, work, and interact socio-economically.

Health Crisis, Energy Crisis, Worldwide Inflation and a Global Recession looming around are coining the New Normal.

Would more Education with more EdTech and more Pedagogy be required? Would SDG #4, "Quality Education for All," still be a realistic goal? Would the UN Decade of Action and the Sustainable Development Goals (17 SDGs) still be considered part of the new normal?
Changes in Learning Goals: The Learning Losses

We estimate that the pandemic led to deep learning losses which put the achievement of SDG4 in jeopardy.

- Learning crisis (Pre-pandemic): 52.6
- Learning crisis (Simulations): 57.2
- Learning crisis (2022): 70

Major losses of lifetime earnings. In all, this generation stands to lose $11 trillion lost future income for this generation of primary and secondary students in LIC and MICs.

Quality education for all.

Changes in Socio-Economics: The Opportunity
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60%

of the best jobs in the next 10 years have not been created yet
Sensing the wind of change

➔ Innovation in EdTech, being more relevant than ever!

Resilience in our Governance

In addition to our **General Assembly**, Bi-weekly **Leadership Meetings**, Quarterly **Council meetings**, ... standing for a worldwide advocating education association.

**Platinum Member Roundtable**, additional forum, more interaction with and through the association, using Worlddidac as a vehicle to reach more.

Our **Secretariat** in Switzerland and Malaysia, providing support and visibility in the global education arena for more partnership.

Planning a **Liaison Office** in Washington DC.

➔ Supporting our members around the globe.
School without walls (work in progress)

Eduspace® as a digital Worlddidac portal

Knowledge and Skills symbiotically bundled
Supporting career-related education pathways

Our discussions with Worlddidac members and non-members will provide us with the basis for ensuring that the programs offered by Eduspace® targets occupations that are most needed in many countries around the world, e.g., Basic Electrician, Car Mechanics, Machine Operator, Welding Technician, ...
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➔ Keep the Momentum On!
We are ...
the global organization that helps achieving the SGD#4.

We stand ...
for innovation in Edtech to make it accessible to everyone, everywhere.

We aim ...
at "Education for All", not to just be a buzzword, but a reality.

We believe ...
quality education is a work of all hands, including Worlddidac members.
The best is yet to come

**Year 2023.** We will be able to continue our collaboration.

Your ingenuity will play an important role in shaping better pledging for investment in education.

**Innovative Education ➔ ➔ ➔ Securing Descent Life**